Introduction {#s0005}
============

Pancreatic cancer is one of most aggressive tumours with a five-year overall survival (OS) rate of 9.3% [@b0005]. More than half of the patients affected by unresectable locally advanced pancreatic cancer, have a poor prognosis and low response to standard-of-care chemotherapy or chemoradiotherapy treatment, with a median OS of only 12--15 months [@b0010]. Pancreatic adenocarcinoma is very radioresistant and local recurrences are common in disease progression (30%--50%) [@b0015], which can often lead to the onset of severe symptoms such as pain, obstruction and other complications that could compromise patients' quality of life.

Therefore, innovative strategies to optimize local control can play an important role to maximise therapeutic effects [@b0020], [@b0025]. Several clinical trials have shown that the use of hypo-fractionated radiation therapy, combined with chemotherapy, can increase OS [@b0030], [@b0035], [@b0040], [@b0045]. Stereotactic ablative radiotherapy (SABR) offers the advantage of effective dose delivery [@b0050], [@b0055]; sharper dose gradients minimize dose to surrounding organs at risk (OARs) in one to five fractions over one to two weeks under increased biological image guidance [@b0015], [@b0060], [@b0065]. Many SABR phase I and phase II trials reported improvement in abdominal pain control and one-year local control rates ranging from 75 to 100% [@b0070], [@b0075].

Nevertheless, one of the SABR limitations is represented by the possible toxicity to the OARs surrounding the lesion, which are particularly radio-sensitive. The duodenum and adjacent to the pancreas are definitely the most dose-limiting organs, and a dose dependent correlation with the frequency of grade ≥ 2 toxicity has been reported [@b0080], [@b0085].

The overall management of SABR is limited by the difficulty to accurately identify the therapy volumes. This is related to limited soft-tissue contrast provided by computed tomography (CT), cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) or mega voltage computed tomography (MVCT) images, generally used in abdominal radiotherapy (RT) [@b0090], [@b0095], especially for pre-treatment positioning. Motion management solutions in conventional radiotherapy often require larger planning target volume (PTV) margins or the use of the internal target volume (ITV), limiting the possibility to perform any kind of dose escalation protocols, since toxicity to surrounding organs remains a limiting factor.

Hybrid RT systems, which combine a radiotherapy delivery unit with an magnetic resonance image (MRI) scanner, have recently been introduced in clinical practice, enhancing even more personalized radiotherapy. The on-board MR scanner, allows more precise identification of the therapy volumes and reduced clinical tumor volume (CTV) to PTV margins with remarkable results in terms of OARs sparing because of superior soft tissue contrast [@b0100], [@b0105], [@b0110]. Fiducial markers, visible on x-ray imaging as a surrogate for target volume, are often used to guide radiotherapy treatment. This is an invasive procedure bearing complication risks, which can be avoided when an on-board MR imaging is available.

Furthermore, these systems ensure a more accurate management of organ motion during RT, which can be carried out at three different levels of complexity: image alignment, online adaptive radiotherapy (OART) for inter-fraction modifications and intra-fraction motion management. Image alignment is performed by a 25 second MRI (0.35 T) able to offer a 3D MRI image to further improve patient positioning and therefore, single target/OARs positioning. Often, OAR variation regarding position and size cannot be compensated by patient positioning especially in the upper and lower GI as well as in the pelvis district. In this case, inter-fraction modification of target/OARs contours and optimization of the dose distribution on the new anatomy is possible thanks to the OART methods. Finally, an online Cine MRI (only sagittal view) allows the intra-fraction target motion management during treatment delivery. In particular, treatment delivery is allowed only if the target is within a boundary around the CTV, with a margin defined by a multidisciplinary team consisting of a radiation oncologist (RO), medical physicist (MP) and radiotherapy technologist (RTT), just before the delivery.

OART allows to adapt the treatment plan in response to a specific anatomical and/or biological change that may occur also during the course of treatment [@b0110].

It appears evident that locally advanced pancreatic cancer (LAPC) patients could greatly benefit from the OART technique.

Aim of this study was to evaluate the dosimetric impact on the treatment of pancreatic cancer patients of a newly introduced OA procedure in our institution, in terms of target coverage and organs at risk (OARs) sparing using a 0.35 T MR-guided RT hybrid machine.

Materials and methods {#s0010}
=====================

Population {#s0015}
----------

The first eight patients affected by biopsy-proven inoperable LAPC treated in our institution with MRIdian® Tri-Cobalt system (ViewRay Inc., Mountain View, CA, USA) were retrospectively included in this analysis.

All patients underwent radiological staging and disease resectability was assessed according to the degree of contact between the tumour and vessels (superior mesenteric artery, coeliac axis, hepatic artery, superior mesenteric vein and portal vein) and the presence or absence of metastases [@b0115].

All patients underwent induction chemotherapy, and were confirmed unresectable at the post-chemotherapy re-evaluation performed with a contrast-enhanced CT or with a 18 fluorodeoxyglucose PET-CT scan.

Induction chemotherapy regimens included Gemcitabine plus Nabpaclitaxel, Folfiri, Folfirinox, Folfox and Cisplatin regimens. Patients did not undergo any prior RT treatment.

Each patient was evaluated by a RO to confirm the absence of previous abdominal RT treatments and clinical contraindications to RT and MR. Informed consent for radiotherapy and research participation was obtained from all participants included in the study.

Acute and late toxicity was graded according to the Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events (CTCAE) version 4.03 scale. Acute toxicity was recorded during and up to six months after the final RT treatment visit. Late toxicity was recorded during planned follow-ups (approximately every 3--5 months during the first year). Survival outcome (OS), time to disease progression and rate of toxicities were considered from the start date of RT.

Online adaptive workflow {#s0020}
------------------------

### Treatment preparation {#s0025}

Each patient, underwent a 0.35 T MRI simulation (ViewRay Inc., Mountain View, CA, USA) subsequently (within 20 minutes) to a CT simulation (GE, Optima CT580 W, HiSpeed DX/I Spiral), both acquired with the same immobilization and positioning devices.

Patients were immobilized in supine position with both arms above their head, using a dedicated MR compatible modular immobilization device (Fluxboard™, Macromedics®, The Netherlands).

Additionally, during the MRI simulation, a cine MRI was acquired to evaluate patient's compliance to properly maintain deep inspiration breath hold (DIBH) to decide if breath-hold treatment was suitable. Two parameters were set to quantitatively evaluate DIBH patient's compliance: boundary and ROI%. Boundary is a defined margin from CTV, taking target intra-fraction maximum allowed motion into account. ROI% is the maximum allowed percentage of the target volume outside the defined boundary to keep the delivery going: if this threshold exceeds, the beam delivery is interrupted. Usually, ROI% for LAPC OA MRgRT was set to 5%, boundary to 3 mm. DIBH evaluation was performed only during the MRI simulation and consequentially the CT simulation was acquired accordingly, avoiding extra CT scan acquisition, in particular 4D CT.

### Planning {#s0030}

CTV and OARs (i.e. duodenum, small bowel, liver, left kidney, right kidney, liver, stomach and spinal cord) were contoured on the acquired MRI simulation (25 second, TRUFI pulse sequence) in combination with post-chemotherapy imaging and according to internal department guidelines.

PTV was created adding an isotropic margin of 3 mm to the CTV.

All patients were treated with 5 fractions, with different prescription doses of 40 Gy (5 patients), 35 Gy (2 patients) or 30 Gy (1 patient), resulting in biologically effective doses (BED) of 72 Gy, 59,5 Gy and 48 Gy, respectively, if considering a tumoral alpha/beta ratio of 10.

Dose prescription was modulated in consideration of the OARs tolerance.

Planning quality was assessed quantifying the V95% of PTV and V98% of CTV for target coverage and using the OARs constraints recommended by AAPM Task group 101 [@b0120].

A baseline treatment plan was calculated with MRIdian treatment planning system (TPS). The simulation CT images were used to provide the electron density map required for dose calculation. Dose calculation was carried out with the Monte Carlo algorithm, with a statistical uncertainty of 1% using a calculation grid of 0.3 cm × 0.3 cm × 0.3 cm [@b0125].

### Online adaptive treatment {#s0035}

For all enrolled patients, an OA workflow was foreseen: This procedure was applied only if the daily anatomy (OARs and target) was not matching the reference anatomy, after patient positioning. The reference image was automatically set as the last adapted fraction image to reduce the inter-fraction variability. Decision to perform an OART was discussed online by the multidisciplinary team. Once OART process was agreed, RO defined the target volumes (CTV and PTV) and the OAR within a 3 cm radius from PTV [@b0130].

Then, dose distribution of the original plan (original) was calculated on the daily anatomy (predicted), without any further optimization. If the dose constraints and the target coverage parameters were not met, an online re-optimization was performed by MP, modifying the optimization cost function when necessary to obtain a daily adapted plan (adapted).

[Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} summarizes the used workflow.Fig. 1MRIdian workflow is divided in the following steps: simulation, planning, adaptive, delivery and dose evaluation.

Once the dose distribution of the day was defined and approved by RO, an online and independent quality assurance (QA) procedure was performed on the dose distribution in terms of gamma analysis (3%, 3 mm, gamma passing rate set to \> 95%).

DIBH with visual feedback was used in all patients, as motion management technique. In particular, during the entire treatment process, patients were able to see, through a mirror, a screen showing the online cine MRI and therefore personally contribute to "place" the target within the boundary.

Calculation {#s0040}
===========

Analysed parameters {#s0045}
-------------------

Several clinical and planning parameters were considered in this study to overall evaluate the OA workflow. On a daily basis, log file generation of delivered plans was performed, to evaluate the following parameters:•couch shift (correction vector) after daily MRI registration•OARs and target volume (cc)•beam-on time (multi leaf collimator (MLC) movement + gating + beam-on) for each adaptive fraction•distance between CTV and duodenum/stomach centre of mass

The daily couch shift tracks along the entire treatment the accuracy of the patient positioning; the daily OARs and target volume variation highlight the need of re-contouring ROI, even if the patient positioning is suitable for treatment; daily beam-on time expresses the time variation of the treatment due to a new optimized dose distribution on the new anatomy or a worst patient compliance in terms of DIBH; the daily distance between the CTV and the two closest OARs (duodenum/stomach) centre of mass, expresses the daily organ motion, stressing even more the need of a daily re- contouring of the anatomy.

Dose Volume Histogram (DVH) metrics (target coverage as PTV V95% and CTV V98%, and OARs specific dose-volume constraint) were collected in order to compute the dosimetric comparison of the CTV, PTV and OARs between original plan (original) and adaptive plan (adaptive), and then between predicted plan (predicted) and adaptive plan to show the dosimetric benefit of the OART workflow using Whisker plot. A Whisker plot is a standardized way of displaying the distribution of data based on a five-number summary: minimum or lower whisker, lower quartile, median, upper quartile and maximum or upper whisker. We used Boxplot to display outliers, outlier values, dataset symmetry, how tightly the data is grouped, and if and how the data is skewed. Finally, the number of delivered OA fractions with predicted or adapted dose, were also recorded.

Results {#s0050}
=======

Patient characteristics {#s0055}
-----------------------

Eight patients, 5 (62.5%) male and 3 (37.5%) female, affected by biopsy-proven, inoperable, pancreatic cancer were retrospectively analysed. Median age at diagnosis was 64 (range 53--76) years. Patient characteristics are shown in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}.Table 1Patient's characteristics.ParametersCharacteristicsN° (%)Median age at diagnosis64 (range 53--76)SexM5(62.5)F3(37.5)Location of the tumerHead-isthmus7(87.5)Tail1(12.5)ChemotherapyGemcitabine + Nab Paclitaxel → Folfox → Folfiri1(12,5)Gemcitabine + Nab Paclitaxel → Folfirinox → Cisplatin1(12,5)Gemcitabine + Nab Paclitaxel4(50)Folfirinox1(12,5)None1(12,5)M + DiagnosisY2(25)N6(75)

Of these 8 patients 6 were stage III and 2 were stage IV oligometastatic patients.

Patients were treated in our institution with MRIdian® Tri-Cobalt system (ViewRay Inc. Mountain View, CA, USA) from January to August 2018.

Five patients received a radiation dose with BED~10~ \> 70 Gy (high dose SABR) and three patients received a radiation dose with BED~10~ \< 70 Gy (conventional SABR) [@b0135].

All patients completed the treatment and underwent all 5 scheduled fractions, except 1 who ended the treatment early, due to clinical deterioration.

One patient did not undergo induction chemotherapy due to the onset of splenic sequestration thrombocytopenia.

OA workflow evaluation {#s0060}
----------------------

Based on the 38 analysed fractions, the daily lateral, longitudinal and vertical couch shifts resulted in (mean ± SD: min/max): lateral: −0.15 ± 0.69 cm: −2.15/1.91; longitudinal: −0.23 ± 0.76 cm: −2.81/1.07; vertical: 0 ± 0.35 cm: −0.75/0.68 cm, respectively.

Average CTV and PTV sizes at baseline were, respectively, 17.81 cc (range 7.4--120.2 cc) and 35.47 cc (range 22.27--198.88 cc). Organs at risk and target volume variation in terms of difference of the planning and daily volumes are summarised in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}.

The volume changes compared to the pre-treatment situation were random and depicted in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 2Targets and OARs single fraction volume variation (planning minus daily volume) for all eight patients.

The maximum/mean volume variations of the duodenum, small bowel and stomach were 31.7/3.06 cc, 894.04/186.31 cc and 142.62/12.33 cc, respectively.

Based on the online adjustment, the CTV average volume variation was −2.4 cc (range 2.5/ −19.09).

Out of 38 total fractions, 26 (68.4%) were adapted and 12 (31.6%) were delivered using the baseline plan, since dosimetric constraint (target coverage and OARs sparing) were met within the daily patient positioning and anatomy.

Daily fractions treatment time duration (beam-on), including the fraction with a re-optimized dose distribution, was (mean ± SD: min/max) 8,27 ± 2,87 min: 4,68/17,27 min. A reduction of the beam-on time equal to (mean ± SD: min/max) 2,51 ± 2,43 min: 0,09/6,67 min in comparison with the original plan had to be re-optimized in 38,46% of the cases (ten plans). In the remaining 16 plans (61,54%), an increased beam-on time equal to (mean ± SD: min/max) 1,14 ± 0,85 min: 0,12/2,89 min has been reported.

Excluding the patient positioning and the treatment delivery, the OA workflow (daily MR acquisition, re-contouring, re-optimization, plan quality evaluation and QA) average time was 23 minutes.

Dose volume histogram metrics results are shown in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}.Table 2Targets and OARs DVH metrics in terms of minimum, maximum, median and standard deviation (SD) of the difference between the planning DVH parameters and the daily registered one: d = duodenum; b = small bowel; s = stomach; k = kidneys; l = liver.Δd V18 (cc)Δd V12,5 (cc)Δb V19,5 (cc)Δs V18 (cc)Δk V17,5 (cc)Δl V21 (cc)ΔPTV V95%ΔCTV V98%Min−2.2−5.2−8.0−31.10−6.6−16.9−6.9Max11.210.729.813.00.247.822.123.7Median3.61.87.00.80.1−0.20.0−0.2SD3.65.112.89.10.117.46.47.0

Maximum daily difference of CTV to duodenum/stomach centre of mass distance, compared to baseline resulted in 2,36 cm and 3,86 cm, respectively. SD of CTV to the duodenum/stomach centre of mass distance for all the evaluated 38 fractions were 1,03 cm and 1, 85 cm, respectively.

The plots of [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} compare the differences in terms of dose to the OARs and target coverage.Fig. 3Duodenum V33, V25, V18 and V12,5 variation between original plan (orig) and adaptive plan (adap) and between adaptive plan and predicted plan (pred).Fig. 4Stomach V33, V25 and V18 variation between original plan and adaptive plan and between adaptive plan and predicted plan.Fig. 5CTV and PTV percentage dose variation between original plan and adaptive plan and between adaptive plan and predicted plan.

Results are shown as Whisker boxplots (described in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}).

In particular, the stomach and duodenum were evaluated for their anatomical proximity to the target. [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} show the differences in volume (cc) of the V33, V25, V18 and V12.5 of the duodenum and of the stomach, respectively.

Toxicity {#s0065}
--------

Radiation therapy treatment was well tolerated by all patients. One out of 8 patients developed acute grade 1 toxicity (diarrhoea G1 according to CTCAE 4.03). No late toxicity has been reported.

Survival {#s0070}
--------

At last follow-up, 7 of 8 (87,5%) patients were alive, with a median follow-up time of 13 months (range 0 to 20). The median time to disease progression was 10,5 months (2--19) for 6 of 8 patients (75%). Among them, 2 patients experienced local recurrence, 2 experienced distant recurrence and 2 both types of recurrences.

All patients who received a BED~10~ \> 70 showed overall survival after 1 year. Regarding the cohort of patients who received conventional SABR dose, one out of three patients was deceased 5 months after treatment end. This patient had interrupted the treatment after 3 fractions due to worsening of general conditions.

Discussion {#s0075}
==========

With the introduction of MRgRT, the possibility to adapt the original treatment plan to daily anatomy has become a clinical reality.

In our experience, we evaluated the SABR MR guided treatment for 8 patients affected by LAPC, highlighting the importance of the OA workflow in terms of target coverage and respect of OARs constraints.

The results obtained by the daily lateral, longitudinal and vertical couch shifts highlight the low residual error of patient positioning in comparison with the reference planning image.

Inter-fraction OARs variation was observed in all analysed cases, both in terms of volume ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}) and position (the maximum daily difference of CTV to duodenum/stomach centre of mass distance, compared to the baseline resulted to be 2,36 cm and 3,86 cm, respectively), with remarkable consequences on the dosimetric point of view, as confirmed by the high number of adapted fractions (almost 70%).

The total beam-on treatment time (mean ± SD: 8,27 ± 2,87 min) was clinically affordable and well tolerated by all patients. Delivered treatment plans using the OA technique showed significant improvements in target coverage with adequate healthy tissue sparing. We did not observe major differences regarding target coverage comparing the original and the adapted plan. Instead, comparing the adaptive and the predicted plan, the median CTV and PTV had a positive value between 5% and 10% clearly indicating a systematic trend of higher target coverage ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}), which demonstrates what would have happened if the OA workflow have not been applied to the daily anatomy in terms of target coverage. The use of the adaptive workflow resulted to be advantageous in all patients: mean PTV V95% increased by 10.8% (5.7--20.8), while mean CTV V98% of 12.6% (7.3--17.7).

[Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} shows differences in volume (cc) of the V33, V25, V18 and V12.5 of the duodenum and of the stomach, respectively. Especially for the duodenum, an advantage in dose reduction has been noted comparing the original plan and the adapted plan. This advantage was maintained comparing the predicted plan and the adapted plan with an even greater dosimetric difference. Therefore, we strongly recommend performing MRgRT with OA workflow for LAPC patients, which can be translated to the all clinical scenario where dose-escalation protocols can lead to increase local control and survival outcome.

Rudra et al. [@b0135] recently published the results of a prospective phase II study evaluating outcomes of 44 patients who underwent adaptive MRgRT to treat inoperable pancreatic cancer. Patients were stratified into high-dose (BED~10~ \> 70) and standard-dose (BED~10~ \< 70) groups demonstrating an improved OS for patient with dose-escalated MRgRT treatment. Even though we investigated on a small sample size, results appear to be comparable with those published by Rudra et al. We observed a 1-year OS for 100% of patients who received a BED~10~ \> 70 Gy (respect to 83.5% published in [@b0135]); 66% for the patients who received a BED~10~ \< 70 Gy (respect 50% reported in [@b0135]).

Furthermore, the SABR for LAPC has shown an increasingly important role in pain control and, therefore, in quality of life improvement [@b0140]. The authors showed that there were statistically significant differences regarding the physical and psychological health of patients in patients responding to therapy.

According to a recent review by Boldrini et al. [@b0145], we identified future perspectives and current weaknesses of MRgRT in pancreatic cancer. Firstly, the future technology delivery improvements (higher MLC/gantry rotation speed and dose rate) and more robust dose accumulation algorithms may allow several improvements in the OA workflow, especially decreasing the time for OA procedure allowing more effective treatments. Moreover, imaging advancements, like faster MR protocols and functional imaging, will strongly support OART for LAPC patients opening new perspectives.

Another relevant weak point of OART is related to the time required to contour the daily anatomy. A large interest to use artificial intelligence improving daily OA processes could overcome this issue; more specifically, efficient auto-contouring solutions and quantitative analysis of the daily images (i.e. radiomics), allowing a daily therapy customization in the frame of the most innovative personalized medicine paradigm could reduce treatment time [@b0150].

Nevertheless, this study presents some limitations. Firstly, the small sample size: for this reason, we are planning to repeat the study once we will at least triplicate the number of eligible patients to obtain more robust statistics. Secondary, we have observed a learning curve in the OA workflow, which we believe doesn't affect dramatically the dosimetric results; nevertheless it could be a key parameter to be further compare in the next study.

Conclusions {#s0080}
===========

As far as the authors are aware of, this study represents the first Italian experience of OA MRgRT in pancreatic cancer, using a 0.35 T MR-guided radiotherapy machine.

The OA workflow appeared to be feasible and affordable in clinical practice and the unique opportunities provided by the introduction of MRgRT system may be quickly translated in benefits for patients.
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